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conference announcements

TEXTESOLTEX TESOL 11II will host the sixth annual state teachers of english to speakers of other
languages TESOL conference on november 232 3 at san antonio college san antonio
texas contact dr carolyn kessler bicultural bilingual studies university of texas at san
antonio san antonio texas 78285

the japan association of language teachers an affiliate of TESOL will sponsor its tenth
annual international conference on language teaching and learning at tokai university
yoyogiyodogi campus tokyo from november 23 through november 25 1984 over one thousand
people from several countries are expected to participate proposals for papers demonstra-
tions workshops etc relevant to language teaching learning andor acquisition are encour-
aged before august 1 1984 send two double spaced copies of an abstract to carrie hansen
program chair JALT co kyoto english center sumitomo seimei building karasumakarasudaKarasuma shijo
nishi iru shimogyo ku kyoto 600 japan

the linguistics program at the university of delaware announces the delaware symposium
on language studies VI to be held october 25272527198427198425 27 1984 contact james P lantolf depart-
ment of languages and literature university of delaware newark delaware 19716

SPEAQ la societesociety pour la promotion de venseignementfenseignement de ianglaisfanglaislanglaisrangFAng taislais langue seconde au
quebecquabec will hold its twelfth annual convention june 131613 16 1984 at the hilton international
quebec guest speakers include stephen krashen and peter strevens contact SPEAQ
3660 durocher suite 1 montreal canada h2xhax 2e8

the fourteenth annual convention of the hawaii council of teachers of english is scheduled
for november 3 1984 in honolulu for details contact lynn henrichsen convention
chairman BYU HC box 1830 laie HI 96762

the sixth annual TESOL summer meeting is planned for oregon state university in corvallis
oregon july 131413 14 1984 in conjunction with the TESOL summer institute june 25 to
august 3 1984 contact karl drobnic or marianne mcdougal ELI oregon state uni-
versityversity corvallis oregon 97331 telephone 503 7542464754 2464




